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A. Listening (8 marks)
Listen to the dialogue and answer the questions.

1. Tick the correct answer.(3 marks)
ÿÿÿ Which course is taught at the English Language Center?
a. business English
b. US Culture
c. TOEFL
ÿÿÿ What is the tuition for a full-time student?
a. $2030

b. $2300

c. $2013
ÿ Which was NOT mentioned as part of the purpose of the English Language Center?
a. to help international students prepare to enter institutions of higher learning.
b. to teach students how to use English intheir daily lives and at work.
c. to provide work opportunities for graduating students in the community

2. How should one apply to the program? Give 2 ways.( 2 marks)

3. Listen and write "S" in front of the similar sounds and "D" in front of the different
sounds. (2marks)

a. Information may

b. Kind gives
c. Information English

d. The months

4. Listen to the dialogue and complete. (1mark)

And are there other ....................Iwould need to send inaddition to the form?
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B. Language (12 marks)

Taskl: Circle the correct alternative.(4 marks)

Computer game makers have always said that the players must (takes / take / taken) regular breaks from
the games. Last week two boys (suffer / suffered / have suffered) epileptic fits while (play /played /
playing) the addictive screen games. One of the boys (was taken / is taken / were taken) to hospital after
playing a fighting game on Nintendo for half an hour on Christmas day.
Now, warnings about possible (dangerous / dangers / endanger) for a very few people with a type of
"photo-sensitive" epilepsy (on / of / up) every game. But critics (have always claimed / always have
claimed / have claimed always) that the warnings should (being / been / be) visible on the outside of the
package.

Task 2: Complete with the missing words from the list below. There are 2 extra words.
(4 marks)

Spain - our -which -who -at - receptionist -world- Spanish - learn-of

Jack Tippit and his wife, Isabel, is Spanish, both work ...................the Regent Hotel in the centre...................London. Jack is a ...................And Isabel works in the hotel restaurant.

Jack says: " Ten millionpeople visit London every year. In...............hotel we have fifty rooms, and we

have visitors from all over the ......................,especially from America and Japan. Ispeak English,
German, and French and ......................Idon't speak Japanese, but Iwant to it."

Task 3: Put the bracketed words in the right tense or form.(4 marks)

John is twenty five years old. He (grow up) .....................in a poor family. But he is
(ambition).......................He (leave) .....................school at the age of fifteen and worked ina

restaurant. John was a hard (work) ...................boy. He wanted to save money and achieve his dream of
having his own restaurant. Now John's dream has (come) .............true. His restaurant is very (fame)......................and tourists come from all over the world to visit it."Self- (confident) and
hard work are necessary for any person who (want) ...............to be rich.", said, John.

Good Luck
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